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HTC Tops China’s Market for VR 
Headsets in 2016
Escaping from the failure spiral in smartphone business, 

HTC Corp. has actively invested in the development and 
promotion of VR (virtual reality) headsets over the past few 
years. With the effort paying off, the Taiwanese branded ven-
dor topped China’s VR headset marketby grabbing a share of 
17.7 percent in 2016 with its HTC Vive, according to Canalys, 
a global market research and consulting firm with offices 
overseas.

Given that China is now world’s second-largest market for 
VR headset, which absorbed about 15 percent of total supply 
in 2016, Canalys estimates global shipment of such products 
at some 2 million units in the year, which, however, was much 
lower than the forecast by other market research institutes.

Based on the estimate above mentioned and HTC’s mar-
ket share, Canalys believes HTC Vive sales in the Chinese 
market reached some 53,000 units and totaled 350,000 units 
overseas last year, though the Taiwanese fi rm has declined to 
publish its own VR headset sales fi gures all the time for un-
known reasons. 

Canalys indicates that HTC’s current achievement in 
China’s VR headset market is attributable mainly to its com-
paratively robust financial health for shoring up marketing, 
as well as a better established ecosystem for HTC Vive than 
those for competitors. 

Trailing HTC was Deepoon of China, which promoted its 
all-in-one VR device that features a built-in battery, graphic 
processing unit and advanced AMOLED (active-matrix organ-
ic light-emitting diode) display supplied by Samsung to differ 
among competing models, and snapped up a 16.9 percent 
share of the market with sales of an estimated 50,700 units.

Meanwhile, 3Glasses, Deepoon’s local peer, whose VR 
headset model is widely considered comparable with HTV 
Vive in aspects of hardware specifi cation and VR experience, 
commanded a 9.4 percent share as the No.3 branded vendor 
in the market.

Fretted by insufficient content provided in China, Sony, 
whose PSVR has effectively hyped consumers in Japan, 
Europe and the U.S. since released, nevertheless, posted a 
share of 7.7 percent in the market last year, translated into 
sales of only around 23,100 units, according to Canalys’ re-
port.

As to market outlooks in 2017, Canalys opines that play-
ers in the competitivelandscape in China are likely to come 
under more challenges,including increasingly heavy pressure 
given by their investors and majority shareholders to achieve 
signifi cant sales growth and improving profi tability as soon as 
possible, which, however, could impede them from enhancing 
technological edges and creating more content as a predict-
able result.

HTC Vive commanded a 17.7 percent share of China’s VR headset market as the best-selling 
model among others in 2016, as reported by Canalys (photo courtesy of UDN.com).By STEVE CHUANG
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MIC Analyst: Taiwan to Remain World’s 
Major Supplier of VR Headsets in 2017
Global VR (virtual reality) headset shipment is fore-

cast to hit an estimated 10.6 million units in 2017, 
with Taiwan to remain a major supplier in the line, ac-
cording to a report by Steven Hsu, analyst of Market 
Intelligence & Consulting Institute (MIC), aTaiwanese 
government-funded research institute and consultancy 
for ICT industry.

The report indicates that the forecast VR headset 
shipment volume is 32.5 percent higher than some 8 
million units shipped worldwide last year, to represent 
overall output value of US$1.31 billion, compared to 
US$930 million in 2016.

In the scenario, Taiwan is expected to continue 
serving as a major manufacturing base of such prod-
ucts by shipping an estimated 1.2 million units of head-
mounted displays (HMDs) all over the world this year, 
doubling from 600,000 units it delivered last year, says 
the report.

Hsu points out that Taiwan’s HMD suppliers, mostly 
relying on contract orders placed by branded vendors 
from the U.S., China and Japan, are generally well-
recognized for their abundant manufacturing experi-
ence in consumer electronic devices, a merit especially 
signifi cant when supply shortages of needed parts and 

relatively high defect rates during production remain 
common problems that still need time to address at 
present for the industry. 

In light of the competitive edge mentioned above, 
along with the steadily growing popularity of VR head-
sets worldwide, the analyst believes Taiwanese HMD 
suppliers are very likely to see contract orders continue 
to increase, including those switched by customers 
from their competitors in foreign countries, in the years 
to come.

On another front, MIC expects the convergence 
of standards for software and hardware, the develop-
ment of wireless VR headsets and the enrichment of 
VR content to become trends to infl uence the industry’s 
development in 2017, when Google and Microsoft will 
keepcompeting against each other toget ahead in the 
race to lead the industry in the developing of related 
standards and VR platforms. 

MIC stresses that with ever more players of differ-
ent backgrounds entering the competitive landscape, a 
VR ecosystem will take shape and develop sustainably, 
which, in turn, will help to broaden application of such 
technology and related content in the future.

Wireless HMDs are considered a new trend among others to drive 
the development of the global VR industry beginning in 2017 (photo 
courtesy of UDN.com).

By STEVE CHUANG
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CHIA CHI
THERMOCOUPLE CO.,
Thermocouple, Sheath Coupces, Thermo Well,
Compesating Lead Wire, Resistanle Bulb

Established in 1987, we began by learning about basic
products from RKC, Japan and gradually gained in-depth
understanding of the production of precision products,
including SHEATH, RTD-PT100Î©, and high temperature
thermocouples. With the adoption of precision measuring
and calibration machines from the USA and Japan, we
offer customers with quality thermocouples and
temperature sensors meeting international standards. We
adhere to thoroughness, innovation to always offer the best
products.

CHIA CHI THERMOCOUPLE CO.,
LTD.
1st Fl., No. 10, Lane 313, Chungching N. Rd., Sec. 3,
Tatung Dist., Taipei, Taiwan 103
Tel:886-2-2594-5254
Fax:886-2-2595-7899
E-mail: chiachit@ms75.hinet.net
Website: www.chiachit.com.tw

L-Shaped Surface Temperature Sensor

Explosion-Proof Temperature Sensor

Temperature Sensor
for Refrigerators and

Waterproof Spherical
Temperature Sensor
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TRUSTY INDUSTRIAL INC.

Computer Adaptor, Connector,
Mini Gender Changer, D-Sub
Changer, DVI to HDMI Adapters,
USB, IEEE1394 Adaptor, Laser Pen

TRUSTY INDUSTRIAL INC. was established in 1985 as

a manufacturer of quality connectors, computer cables and

components and the newest Consumer Electronic

Products. Though over ten years, we have always been

making every endeavor to keep our products innovative,

versatile and with assurance of best quality. Our technical

and service teams are always ready to be at our customers'

service at all times.

TRUSTY INDUSTRIAL INC.
No. 95, Chengho St., Lu-chou Dist., New Taipei City, Taiwan
247

Tel:886-2-2288-3361

Fax:886-2-2282-9350

E-mail: leo@trusty-tec.com.tw

Website: www.trusty-tech.com

D-SUB Standard

D-SUB Standard

D-SUB Standard

D-SUB Standard
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YEUEN YOUNG ELECTRICAL
CO., LTD.
Electrical Terminals, Wiring
Accessories, Connectors, Terminals
Kits, Crimping Tools, Terminals,
Adapters

Founded in 1968, Yeuen Young Electrical Co., Ltd.

specializes in R&D and manufacturing of high/low-

voltage terminals and wiring harnesses as automotive

electrical parts, household hardware etc., with its own

CALY-branded crimped terminals and brass/copper-tube

terminals, which are sold worldwide. Prioritizing safety,

we use highly electrically-conductive brass & copper

meeting JIS standards to build terminals, which are both

ISO 9001 (IECQ) and UL-certified. We will continue to

do so to pursue higher quality and efficiency, as well as

turning out insulated terminals of all kinds, crimping

tools, strippers, tie guns and cutters. Talk to us about

quality, CALY-branded products that are always reliable

and trustworthy.

YEUEN YOUNG ELECTRICAL CO., LTD.
No. 32, Alley 8, Lane 235, Fuyang Rd., Fengyuan Dist.,
Taichung City, Taiwan 420

Tel:886-4-2522-5701

Fax:886-4-2524-7703

E-mail: caly@caly.com

Website: www.caly.com.tw

Non-insulated Ring Terminal

Bullet Sockets (Female)

Nylon-Fully Insulated Coupler (Female
Disconnector)

Insulated Ring Terminal
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YU-SHENG SHEET METAL CO.,
LTD.
Electronic Games, Computer Cases,
Bumpers, Pressed Products, Fitness
Equipment, Food Making
Machines, Coffee Machine

Founded in 1980, we mainly produce metal boxes, panels,

and relevant parts for building–use fire control boxes,

electrical/equipment control boxes, electrical

communication products and cases, banking/broadcasting

systems, food/beverage machines, video games, money

exchangers, sporting goods, and CNC processing

machines. We offer small-amount but diversified product

options. No need for shaping molds, fast delivery, and

reliable quality are our product features. Our integrated

operation includes the R&D, NC laser cutting, NC

automatic pressing, NC broaching, welding, coating, and

assembling. We boast a local content of about 100% for

our parts and processing. Professional manufacture : Sheet

Metal / Metal Cabinet / Metal Panels / Sheet Metal Parts /

Enclosure / Display Cabinet / Control Box / Equipment

Cabinet

YU-SHENG SHEET METAL CO., LTD.
58 Kechi 5th Rd., Tainan, Taiwan 70955

Tel:886-6-384-2699

Fax:886-6-3842678

E-mail: ys.online@msa.hinet.net

Website: www.ys-online.com.tw

*Electronics product & Food machinery

Industrial Components Parts

Electronics product & Food machinery

Electronic games machine
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SON DAR ELECTRONIC
TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
DC to AC Pure Sine Wave Power
Inverter, DC to AC Digital Power
Inverter, Solar Power Inverter,
Pure Sine Wave Inverter+Charger

SON DAR is a leading manufacturer of high quality DC

to AC Power Inverter, U.P.S., and Battery Charger over

20 years in Taiwan. (Established in 1992) We keep

researching and developing high quality, efficiency, and

high stably electronic products to meet customers’

requirements. We earn excellent reputation from our

customers. Our R&D team consists of experienced

technologists and engineers engaged in innovating,

refining and developing products and solutions that enable

our customers to better satisfy their clients’ and market’s

needs. Our marketing team can provide you professional

service and consultation to satisfy your requirements. The

characteristic of our production is unique, thin, tiny and

stylish. We have expanded production line from Taiwan

to China on 2005 to meet market demands. Our vision is

to provide high quality products ...

SON DAR ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY
CO., LTD.
No. 40, Dazhi St., Pingzhen Dist., Taoyuan City, Taiwan
32471

Tel:886-3-459-0707

Fax:886-3-459-2356

E-mail: sales@sondar.com.tw

Website: www.sondar.com.tw

UPS-SUC-2200W-Solar Pure Sine Wave

UPS-SUC-1200W-Solar Pure Sine Wave

SU-3000W Pure Sine Wave Power
Inverter

Smart Battery Charger(SCN)
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Electronic parts processing

ELEM TECHNOLOGY
CO., LTD.

Founded in 1988 in central Taiwan’s Changhua City, Elem is a CNC machining factory handling optical,
healthcare instrument, auto, motorcycle, sniperscope, lens, and microscope parts. Equipped with precision
machining centers, CNC lathes, milling machines, grinding machines, and various testing instruments, we also
process, manufacture, and assemble precision electronic, optical, mechanical, and hardware c ...

Tel:886-4-732-4859, 737-3069
Fax:886-4-737-3611
E-mail: elem.tw@msa.hinet.net
Website: www.cens.com/elem

OEM ODM for Electronic parts Electronic boxes (OEM) Electronic parts & accessories
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JIH SHENG SPRING CO., LTD.

Springs, Custom Springs, Retaining
Springs & Irregularly-Shaped
Springs, Springs For Molds/Dies,
Household Items

Established in 1997, Jih Sheng Spring Co., Ltd. has over

10 years of experience in making springs for electronics,

electrical machinery, pneumatic/electric tools,

automobiles, precision optical instruments, lighting

products, hydraulic equipment, hardware (including

locks), etc. Backed by advanced technology and

innovative facilities, we now have two factories covering

86,400sq.ft. in total: one each focusing on precision

spring manufacture and stamping hardware on straight-

axle pneumatic presses. Well-equipped factories enable us

to offer versatile processing services and prompt technical

support. Using precision inspection instruments to ensure

top quality, we became ISO 9001:2000 certified in

January 2009.

JIH SHENG SPRING CO., LTD.
No. 117, Fuxing Lane, Homing Village, Hsiushui Township,
Changhua County, Taiwan 504

Tel:886-4-769-6507

Fax:886-4-768-3303, 768-8422

E-mail: n45.n47@msa.hinet.net

Website: www.js-spring.com.tw

Staff

Spring Plant Facilities

Stamped Hardware Factory

Springs For Molds/Dies
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MORETHANALL CO.,
LTD.
Connectors, Board to Board Connectors, Board to
Board, FPC/FFC Cable, Socket, Card Slot, Telecom I/O

More than twenty(20)years experience in connectors
research, design, and manufacturing Two(2) factories are
located at Taipei Taiwan and Shenzhen China Morethanall
manufacture connectors and assemblies to meet custom
made and 5C market trend Applied to Computers,
Comsumer Electronics, Communications, Automobile
Cars And Channel Distributions Selling successfully over
the worldwide and obtain reliable and trusty respondence
from customers

MORETHANALL CO., LTD.
2nd Fl., No.659-5, Zhongzheng Rd., Xinzhuang Dist.,
New Taipei City,Taiwan 24257
Tel:886-2-2908-2428
Fax:886-2-2908-2429
E-mail: mta@morethanall.com
Website: www.morethanall.com

PCB connectors and cable assemblies

USB Type-C Connectors

Mini DIN jacks and
cables

I/O connectors
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Side Cutter Pliers

GEORGE WANG
INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.

Established in 1994.GEORGE WANG INDUSTRIAL CO.,LTD.Is a professional manufacturer of stainless steel
pliers. We are making a variety of pliers which suitable for making jewelry, handicraft, fishing, bead and small
precision equipment...ect. We have the best experience in this field for years So that we are fully confident to
offer the best product to our customers with low price and fast ...

Tel:886-4-779-4228
Fax:886-4-779-4249
E-mail: george.aska@msa.hinet.net
Website: www.georgewang.com.tw

Hooked Nose Pliers Long Nose Pliers Chain Nose Pliers
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Laser Distance Meter

PRECASTER
ENTERPRISES CO.,
LTD.
Precaster Enterprises Co., LTD.,is a self-owned family business, founded in 1977 Taiwan. In the early stage,
Precaster started as a surveying solution provider included training, techniques, consulting, sale and
maintenance. After accumulated a huge experience on making Laser Distance Meter over the past decede.
Later on, we officially established our R&D department and our mission is to provide measu ...

Tel:886-4-2262-1000
Fax:886-4-2261-6565
E-mail: contact@precaster.com.tw
Website: www.cens.com/precaster

Laser Distance Meter Laser Distance Meter Laser Distance Meter
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User instructions for foldable wire containers

SANE JEN
INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.

Sane Jen Industrial Co., Ltd., was founded in 1984. It was specialized in developing and manufacturing folding
wire containers, trolley, folding storage shelves, stacking frames, metal pallet, wire display shelves, wire
decking, wire basket, wire netting… etc. for Logistics, Warehouse Storage and Supermarkets. The products
made of iron wire, steel tubes, steel plate and stainless steel are also available. ...

Tel:886-5-213-4789
Fax:886-5-213-4699
E-mail: sj-storage@umail.hinet.net
Website: www.sj-storage.com.tw

A-3 A-5 A-7
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FLEXCONN TECHNOLOGY
CO., LTD.
Cable Assemblies, Electric Wires and Cables

Flexconn Technology is a leading manufacturer of Flexible Flat Cable (FFC) in Taiwan. FFC can

be used in many kinds of applications, presently TFT LCD monitor/TV/PC, notebook, printer,

scanner, digital camera, DVD-ROM, etc, are mostly applied. Since established in 2002, quality,

reliability and promptly delivery service are our core value. We listen to the customer need and

tailor made to meet our commitment. Flexconn Technology is your trustworthy partner.

FLEXCONN TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
2nd Fl., No. 20, Lane 340, Chungshan Rd., Sec. 2, Chungho Dist., New
Taipei City, Taiwan 235
Tel:886-2-8242-1809
Fax:886-2-8242-1810
E-mail: sales@flexconn.com.tw
Website: www.flexconn.com.tw

Flexible Flat Cable

Flexible Flat Cable

Flexible Flat Cable

Flexible Flat Cable
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